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Chapterr  2 

AA Generic Programming 
Paradigmm for Image 
Processingg * 

GenericGeneric programming is about making programs more adaptable by making 
themthem more general. Generic programs often embody non-traditional kinds of 
polymorphism;polymorphism; ordinary programs are obtained from them by suitably instan-
tiatingtiating their parameters. In contrast with normal programs, the parameters of 
aa generic programs are often quite rich in structure. For example they may be 
otherother programs, types or type constructors, or even programming paradigms. 

inin STL Tutorial and Reference Guide, by David R. Musser and A. Saini. 

A majorr requirement for information processing systems, regardless of type of 
industryy or application so far, is that software specification and design are 
genericc and open to the degree where they can cope with current and future 

demands.. There is a growing interest in software design practices and the reuse of 
previouslyy coded, tested and documented software, primarily for reasons of economy 
andd reliability. Although the potential of software design and reuse has been ac-
knowledgedd for decades, its practice has been inhibited by cultural, managerial and 
technicall  problems. It would seem that improvements in the software design technol-
ogyogy combined with high costs of software production have created the opportunity to 
achievee a widespread reuse of software. 

However,, image processing software systems and several other tech-centric appli-
cationss have been driven by hardware technology breakthroughs. New and innovative 
productss have emerged. In turn, they led to feasibility of the demands, usage and 
implementationn wanted by users. Because of the lack of generic design for such sys-
tems,, software would often have to be completely rebuilt for each new installation, 

"Thiss chapter contains portions of papers that were published in the ISMM'98, SIBGRAPI'99 
andd VISUAL'99 conferences. 
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causingg a major software latency, and a installed base of static solutions with high 
maintenancee costs. 

Overall,, demands for image processing software systems are becoming increasingly 
similar.. Given the amount of mature installations in industrial applications as well 
ass in medical systems for instance, new software packages should not be too specific, 
staticc or proprietary to be generalized [2]. In this way, software development can 
bee focused on unsolved core business requirements of the application, rather than a 
specializedd piece of code common to several systems. 

Thee key to rapid application development and deployment lies in reducing devel-
opmentt issues to previously solved problems, and reusing these solutions - the foun-
dationn for a generic programming development [3]. Components are reusable software 
buildingg blocks, encapsulated pieces of code that maintains some information and can 
performm operations on the information. Therefore, the common application develop-
mentt paradigm has become a quick development tool for generic software strategies. 

Too remain competitive, image processing software packages must often be re-
targetedd within rapidly evolving deployment environments and architectures, which 
makess it necessary for components to be reusable across implementation layers and 
nott just across applications. In addition, software engineers and developers seek for 
wayss to design, to write these components once, and to deploy them as often as 
necessary,, wherever necessary, without having to rewrite them. 

Thiss chapter concentrates on one of the technical issues associated with widespread 
softwaree design when applied to image processing. It presents the generic program-
mingg paradigm by explaining how its tools can effectively be applied to solve some 
off  the problems often found in the design and implementation of image processing 
operatorss and operations. In particular, this chapter deals with the following prob-
lemm statements: Is it possible to represent efficient algorithms independently of any 
particularparticular data-representation scheme? In addition, What kind of interface needs to 
bebe provided to a diverse set of data-representation strategies, giving not only flexibil-
ityity to choose appropriate constructions, but also facilitating the development of more 
abstractabstract algorithms in image processing? 

Thee generic programming paradigm focused in this chapter is based in finding 
thee most abstract representations of efficient algorithms. It concentrates on searching 
forr a generic set of requirements that lead algorithms to perform efficiently. The 
essentiall  point of this programming method is that many different algorithms need 
thee same set of requirements and there are vast collections of implementations for these 
requirements.. It also assumes that sets of fundamental principles guide the utilization, 
operation,, and application of software components and that these components can be 
engineeredd and grouped following a component-based approach. Moreover, it is also 
possiblee to use the same principles into software design for image processing. 

Thee organization of the rest of this chapter is described as follows: section 2.1 gives 
ann overview of the current approaches to abstraction and reuse in the field of image 
processing.. The Programmer's Imaging Kernel System (PIKS) as well as other non-
standardd packages like Scil-Image, the Image Understanding Environment (IUE), 
andd the Khoros System are discussed. Section 2.2 provides a brief overview about 
thee evolutionary approach taken from specific code implementations towards generic 
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ones.. The generic programming paradigm is described in section 2.3 as a way to 
obtainn effective solutions for image processing problems with respect to design and 
implementation.. Section 2.4 shows how generic programming can be effectively used 
too solve common image processing problems in design and implementation by means 
off  STL. Section 2.5 focuses on generic operators and operations on images, describing 
basicc image processing patterns in a novel image processing library currently under 
developmentt by the ISIS Group of the University of Amsterdam called Horus. A 
simplee example is given in order to show the application of generic programming and 
STLL usage within Horus. Finally, discussion and conclusions are given in section 2.6. 

2.11 Abstraction and Reuse in Image Processing 

ReusableReusable Software: The good programmer writes software that can be reused, even 
ifif  he does not see a reuse immediately on the horizon. His experience...assures him 
thatthat someone from the next hallway, reasonably soon, will  be asking, "Do you have 
aa module that...." He also knows that writing reusable will  force him to define clean 
interfaces.^ interfaces.^ 

Softwaree design and implementation for image processing usually require an ad-
ditionall  effort in order to produce neat and reusable code if compared to other fields 
off  computer and engineering sciences. One of the possible reasons for this effort is 
becausee each operation deals with a large amount of data that needs to be processed 
quicklyy and accurately. In this way, almost all software developers were forced to 
codee their applications with regards to the restrict speed and storage requirements 
imposedd by hardware platforms. In such circumstances, code reusability was almost 
non-existentt due to the continuous hardware upgrades and architectural changes. Be-
causee the widespread application of standard code and to its increasing performance 
inn conventional hardware architectures, generic code and software reuse have become 
essentiall  requirements to software development [25]. 

2.1.11 PIKS 

Ann international standard for image processing was first proposed by the ISO standard 
forr Image Processing and Interchange (IPI) in 1994. This standard encompasses the 
processingg and interchange of all types of digital images, including medical imaging, 
publishing,, computer animation, graphic arts, scientific visualization, document pro-
cessingg and others. The standard has three parts: Common Architecture for Imaging 
(IPI-CAI) ,, describing a generic unifying imaging architecture; Programmer's Imaging 
Kernell  System (IPI-PIKS), defining processing operations that can be carried out on 
imagee data; and Image Interchange Facility ( IPI- I IF) , defining how images may be 
interchangedd between application programs [20] [28]. 

PIKSS contains a set of basic data structures and low-level image processing 
algorithmss and was designed and engineered following a structured programming 

tD.. Boundy. A Taxonomy of Programmers. ACM Software Engineering Notes, 16(4):23-30, 1991. 
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paradigm,, using an imperative computer language, which led to several drawbacks, 
listedd as follows: 

 the first step to code an application using the structured programming paradigm 
iss to define a set of data structures that are going to be used along with the im-
plementation.. The second step is to produce algorithms that will directly access 
thee data structures and work with their attributes. The close coupling between 
algorithmss and data structures, i.e. the driving force behind the structured pro-
grammingg paradigm ensures very fast computation. However, whenever a data 
structuree needs to be changed, all algorithms using that particular data struc-
turee must be modified. Its implementation should be debugged and tested. In 
otherr words, neither the standard algorithms can be handled as building blocks 
onn top of the existing data structures, nor can the data structures be modified to 
fitt into the developer's framework. Reusability using traditional C-like program-
mingg languages is hard to get. To introduce a new element, for instance a data 
type,, data structure, or an operator, one needs to rely on the boring and often 
unsafee manual process of copy-paste-modify. Consequently, small environment 
evolutions,, changes, or transitions are time consuming, risky, and costly; 

 it is hard to design data structures for intermediate and high-level image pro-
cessingg tasks using the structured programming paradigm since it lacks in flex-
ibilit yy and applicability. PIKS tried to get the most of the state-of-art in image 
processingg but was not able to hold the advances of an ever-changing area of 
research. . 

Thee acceptance of PIKS by the scientific community and by the industry was 
tooo distant from the objectives of ISO. Moreover, the arrival of a new evolutionary 
paradigmm based on object-oriented programming restricted PIKS applications even 
more. . 

2.1.22 SCIL-Image 

Anotherr image processing library plus development interface called SCIL-Image has 
beenn constructed using the structured programming paradigm and has played an 
importantt role in the development of the discipline in the Netherlands. SCIL-Image 
nott only served as the major platform where scientific centers shared their toolkits 
duringg most of the 90's, but also served as medium for the export of knowledge and 
peoplee to industrial research and development [22] [38]. 

Thee unique element of SCIL-Image is the interactive C interpreter enabling a very 
shortt development cycle from an interactively specified sequence of methods to a 
programm coded in C. The newly developed code could be added with littl e additional 
effortt to the library of vision processing functions. Consequently, the library grew 
overr the years to reach its biggest extent of about 500 callable functions for the 
developer.. Philips Medical Systems build the product in their common vision module 
too coordinate the worldwide development of vision solutions. 

SCIL-Imagee has reached the end of its life cycle due to the growth of the libraries 
andd the diversity of the data structures it supports. The Image-library grows in 
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thee number of image types, functions, versions, and supported platforms. Therefore 
thee library can no longer be maintained properly and the implementation of new 
developmentss has come to a rest. 

Inn the meantime, several object-oriented environments were proposed in order to 
givee image processing a new standard. Among others like IAC++ *, ImageLib §, and 
Cpplmaa ^, the Image Understanding Environment (IUE) was the one chosen to become 
thee unofficial standard in the image processing software development community. 

2.1.33 IUE 

Thee Image Understanding Environment (IUE) " is a comprehensive software envi-
ronmentt for performing advanced research in image understanding (IU), i.e. the 
automationn of visual tasks by computer. The primary goals of the project are to 
promotee research productivity and facilitate the exchange of research results. The 
IUEE libraries are the outermost layer of the system and consist of instances of specific 
categoriess of image understanding algorithms such as region segmentation, motion, 
stereoo model matching, shape from object recognition, image enhancement, modeling 
matching,, texture analysis, photogrammetry, etc. It is the outermost layer which is 
beingg made available to the IU community (and any other interested parties), along 
withh various useful ancillary programs. 

Initiall yy implemented in C++, and using an object-oriented approach, the IUE ex-
cludess many of the drawbacks of the PIKS standard and provides an object-oriented 
classs hierarchy for representing the major concepts relevant to IU, libraries of algo-
rithmss developed by the community, a system for exchanging data between sites and 
environments,, tools for visualizing IU results, and links to other environments. 

Thee system design is extensive, covering: traditional image processing issues, im-
agee features, two-dimensional and three-dimensional object modeling, coordinate sys-
tems/transforms,, sensors and sensor modeling. The specification of IUE classes con-
tainss over 700 classes, i.e. central core of components (approximately 250-300 IU 
classes)) plus support classes. It is clear that IUE advantages are derived from its 
extremee complexity. Indeed, as long as new code is added its size continues to grow 
becausee all parts of the system depend upon each other. The system is compact, i.e. 
itt cannot be split into independent parts. 

Anotherr drawback regarding the IUE is that the way it implements algorithms still 
resembless the structured programming paradigm since data structures and algorithms 
aree still tied together. Unfortunately, the flexibility  gained by the object-oriented ap-
proachh is severely reduced if one follows IUE approach. Indeed, it is almost impossible 
too implement and execute applications on top of the data structures defined outside 
thee IUE. Alternative solutions must be envisaged to overcome this problem. 

*http://www.cis.ufl.edu/~~ jnw/ IACC/ 
§§ http://www.dip.ee.uct.ac.za/~ brendt/srcdist/ 
^^ http://www.ph.tn.tudelft .n1/~ klamer/cppima.html 
"http://www.aai.com/AAI/IUE/index.html l 

http://www.cis.ufl.edu/~
http://www.dip.ee.uct.ac.za/~
http://www.ph.tn.tudelft.n1/~
http://www.aai.com/AAI/IUE/index.html
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2.1.44 Khoros 

AA different view for software reusability was taken by the Khoros system [24] [39]. 
Khoross is probably just one of the few systems that achieved a large amount of 
softwaree reuse, established on its component based approach. 

Khoross grew out of a large library of image processing, digital signal processing, 
numericall  analysis, and image classification software that was brought together in a 
singlee environment with a data flow visual language and development tools. This 
allowss users to experiment and prototype solutions in the visual language before 
creatingg an application with a customized graphical user interface that provides a 
completee solution to a prototyped algorithm. 

Khoross 1.0 employed the structured programming paradigm to data structures 
andd algorithms. Consequently, it was mostly restricted to low-level image process-
ingg and some other basic I/O routines. Khoros 2.0 was a complete redesign of the 
Khoross 1.0 environment. This was necessary because the Khoros 1.0 model had been 
pushedd beyond the limits of its original design, and further extensions were extremely 
difficul tt to implement. The data model was also completely renewed and extended 
byy geometric and graph data structures using an object-oriented design. Therefore, 
alll  portions of the system had been redesigned to provide a new, more extendable 
object-orientedd foundation on which to build the Khoros 2.0 software development 
system. . 

Thee emphasis in redesigning the software development tools was to provide an 
integratedd development environment which solves the problems caused by the disjoint 
toolss of Khoros 1.0. One of the problems in Khoros 1.0 was that the base system 
wass treated differently than contributed toolboxes. In Khoros 2.0, great care was 
takenn to design the tools so that no software is treated differently than any other 
softwaree in the system. However, Khoros software developers decided to implement 
thee system with a non-object-oriented language, which led the system to loose part 
off  the advantages achieved by the object-oriented paradigm. 

Khoross current version (Khoros Pro 2001 Version 2) uses a new approach to 
softwaree development called Integrated Development Environment for Applications 
andd Systems (IDE/AS). IDE/AS is used to produce coherent, integrated environment 
containingg all the software modules of choice with standardized user interfaces and 
documentation.. Implemented in C++ and following an object-oriented paradigm [36], 
thesee modules can be modified and maintained using the software development en-
vironment,, and are used within the Cantata programming environment to create 
userr solutions and develop new applications. This version has achieved considerable 
attentionn by the scientific community and by application developers. 

2.1.55 Discussion 

Overall,, the set of design requirements needed for software reusability shall make use of 
thee speed of structured programming with the modeling power of the object-oriented 
approachh and the flexibility  of a component based system [29]. Such ideal design 
requirementss for reusable software are well-defined interfaces; efficiënt implementa-
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tions;; strong data type; availability of mathematical operators for strongly typed data; 
highh flexibility;  separation between data structures, algorithms, and data types; and 
simplicityy of use. 

Thee difficulty in meeting these requirements usually stems from the complexity of 
application-orientedd reusable software. This type of reusable software is not simple 
dataa abstractions such as stacks or lists, and modules that are not complete subsys-
temss (e.g. a database management system or a statistical analysis system). Such 
application-orientedd software makes certain assumptions about how it will be used, 
reducingg its generality but increasing its ability to meet the design requirements. In 
fact,, to construct major programs using large reusable components, the two primary 
elementss must be achieved: 

 defining a software architecture that constrains the problems and structure of 
thee implementation allowing components to make simplifying assumptions; 

 using basic concepts of data abstraction and factoring of common functions to 
structuree the program and components. 

Thee following section provides a brief overview about the evolutionary approach 
takenn from specific code implementations towards generic constructions. 

2.22 From Specific to Generic Constructions 

Thee design and implementation of image processing software packages were severely 
influencedd by computers, programming languages, and paradigms over the past years. 
Thee advent of general purpose computers with an acceptable performance and low 
costt made them very attractive for image processing tasks. Apart from hardware 
specificc solutions, software solutions for image processing applications can be trans-
ferredd to future hardware generations and are easily adapted to the new requirements. 
Consequently,, software solutions can be effectively reused. 

Softwaree developers approached the problem of software reusability through dif-
ferentt programming paradigms and software techniques. Nevertheless, software reuse 
iss difficult to obtain in practice. The evolutionary road taken by programming 
paradigmss like structured programming and object-oriented programming have not 
leadd to flexible and reusable software for image processing. In other words, software 
developerss were always involved with questions and concerns about flexibility,  perfor-
mancee and the tight connection between algorithms and data structures. Only with 
thee advent of the STL (Standard Template Library), generic programming got a littl e 
boomm in the C++ programming community, driving to new approaches in software 
reusee for image processing. 

Thee structured programming paradigm is based on three following principles: it 
dividess the program (problem) into smaller units, allows clearer expression of the 
problem,, and leads to simpler organization. An important concept of structured 
programmingg is that of top-down design, i.e. specifies solution in general terms first, 
thenn break down into details. Structured programming support modularization in 
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termss of subroutines, procedures, etc., where each subroutine is a module. Moreover, 
alll  programs are written using a limited number of control structures (e.g. sequence, 
selection,, and looping) and limited scope of data structures. 

Whenn using a structured programming language that supports data structuring, 
itt is only necessary to define the data structures that group the problem attributes in 
aa way suitable for efficient storage, solution and coding. C is an example of an imper-
ative,, procedural, and general-purpose programming language with a large repertoire 
off  features that implements the structured programming paradigm. 

Considerr the code fragment in figure 2.1. representing one possible solution of an 
imagee data structure using a structured programming approach ** : 

Figur ee 2.1 The image structure in this figure contains only the essential elements 
likee rows, columns, a pointer to image data, and the image type. 

typede ff  struc t 

{ { 

in tt  rows ;  / *  numbe r  o f  row s i n imag e * / 

in tt  cols ;  / *  numbe r  o f  column s i n imag e * / 

void **  data ;  / *  pointe r  fo r  imag e dat a * / 

type_ tt  type ;  / *  imag e typ e * / 

}}  Image ; 

Observee that the field data that holds the values of the data structure elements is 
untypedd and the field type set the pixel type in use. This simple structure provides a 
uniquee representation for each data structure type. However, additional pieces of code 
needd to be written for all kinds of pixel types. This is a severe restriction in the design 
andd implementation of image processing operators and operations since the software 
developerr needs to provide code for all pixel types and image dimensionalities, yielding 
aa large number of combinations. 

Inn mathematical morphology, the erosion operator is obtained by sliding the sup-
portt (mask) over all elements in the image and, at each position, combining the values 
off  the mask with the underlying values of the image through the minimum operation. 
AA simple function to calculate the grey-scale erosion using the image representation 
inn figure 2.1 would be written as shown in figure 2.2. The algorithm presented in 
[26]]  assumes that the original image is a 256 grey-scale image, stored in IMAGE and 
thee structuring function in an array called MASK. Results are stored in FILTER. This 
examplee shows the lack of reusability when a classical C programming language is em-
ployed.. Such deficiency makes it difficult, if not impossible, to create robust software 
withoutt writing large quantities of code for all pixel and image types. One of the few 
wayss C promotes code reuse is through the use of libraries, collections of pre-created, 
executablee functions, known to be error free that can be inserted into new programs. 

Object-orientedd programming recast nearly every aspect of application develop-
mentt from the analysis and design phases to the coding and testing of applications 
andd application components. Almost all object-oriented languages (e.g. C++) keep 

**Codee listings and algorithms given in this chapter are deliberately simplified in order to make 
easierr the comprehension of the presented programming and design techniques. 
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Figur ee 2.2 This figure shows a specific implementation of a grey-scale erosion oper-
ationn in C for i nt images. 

tt  define  N  5 

voi dd Erosion_Grey(Image *  IMAGE,  in t  MASK[ ]  [N ]  ,  Image *  FILTER ) 

•C C 

in tt  a[N][N] ; 

in tt  x,y,i,j,smin ; 

for(y=N/2,, y < IMAGE->rows - N/2; y++) 
for(x=N/2,, x < IMAGE->cols - N/2; x++) 
{ { 

sminn = 255; 

f o r ( jj  = -N/2; j <= N/2; j++) 
f o r ( ii  = -N/2; i <= N/2; i++) 
C C 

a [ii  + N/2] [ j + N/2] = 
*(IMAGE->dataa + x + i + (long) (y + j ) *IMAGE->cols) 
-- MASK[i + N/2] [ j + N/2]; 

i f ( a [ ii  + N/2][ j + N/2] < smin) 
sminn = a [i + N/2][ j + N/2]; 

} } 

i f (sminn < 0) 
sminn = 0; 

*(FILTER->dat aa +  x  +  (long )  y  *  IHAGE->cols )  =  smin ; 

> > 
FILTER->rov ss  =  IMAGE->rows ; 

FILTER->col ss  =  IMAGE->cols ; 

thee following characteristics at higher level as a way of prevent the problems inherent 
inn large projects: 

Da taa abstraction: Combines data and functions used to manipulate the data and 
assuringg that the implementation details are hidden from the programmer (in-
formationn hiding); 

Reusabi l i ty:: Programs are split into parts (i.e. objects) yielding flexibility  and 
extensibility; ; 

Adaptabi l i tyy to changes: existing and running codes shall be easily modifiable or 
adaptedd to changes. Inheritance and polymorphism assures thatt existing objects 
stayy the same and any changes are left to upper levels. 

Ann abstract image base class representation for the simple construction in figure 
2.11 is given in figure 2.3. 
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Figur ee 2.3 New image representation using C++. Observe in this figure the use of 
object-orientedd constructions like classes and virtual methods. 

clas ss  Imag e 

i i 
public : : 

virtua ll  unsigne d cha r  getPixeKin t  x ,  in t  y )  cons t  =  0 ; 

virtua ll  voi d setPixeKunsigne d cha r  value ,  in t  x ,  in t  y )  =  0 ; 

virtua ll  in t  rows Q cons t  =  0 ; 

virtua ll  in t  cols( )  cons t  =  0 ; 

/ //  .. . 

private : : 

in tt  rows ;  / *  numbe r  o f  row s i n imag e * / 

in tt  cols ;  / *  numbe r  o f  column s i n imag e * / 

IMAGE**  data ;  / *  pointe r  fo r  imag e dat a * / 

/ //  .. . 
} ; ; 

Forr instance, a minimal representation that manipulates the image file format 
VIFFF in Khoros (xvimage in Khoros 2.2 terminology) [14] is given in figure 2.4 ^ 

Figur ee 2.4 An abstract class in Khoros 2.2 xvimage showing virtual methods 
ge tP ixell  and se tP ixe l. 

clas ss  Khoroslmag e 

::  publi c virtua l  Imag e 

i i 
IIII  .. . 
public : : 

virtua ll  unsigne d cha r  getPixeKin t  x ,  in t  y )  cons t 

{{  retur n image->data[ x +  y*image->rov] ;  > 

virtua ll  voi d setPixeKunsigne d cha r  v ,  in t  x ,  in t  y ) 

{{  image->data[ x +  image->ro w *  y ]  =  v ;  } 

/ //  .. . 

v v .irtua ll  in t  row Q cons t  {  retur n image->row ;  } 

virtua ll  in t  col( )  cons t  {  retur n image->col ;  } 

/ //  .. . 
private : : 

xvimage**  image; 

} ; ; 

Thee implementation that is proposed in figure 2.4 uses inheritance and polymor-
phism.. Methods are thus independent from both data type and data structure type. 

ttSeee Khoros 2.2 Software Development FAQ, Khoral Research, Inc. (khoros-faq@khoral.com) 

1998. . 

mailto:khoros-faq@khoral.com
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Thee number of routines therefore is reduced, i.e. one method being programmed once 
forr all pixel types. Besides, the implementation of a processing operator is close to 
thee natural description of the operator algorithm. 

Thee solutions based on classic object-orientation present, however, three draw-
backs:: it enforces tight coupling through the inheritance relationship, adds additional 
memoryy to each object derived from the base class (i.e. virtual function table pointer), 
andd adds an indirection through the virtual function table for each call to a virtual 
memberr function, leading to a runtime overhead. The latter is of particular interest 
whenn considering runtime performance since virtual member functions can usually 
nott be made inline and are not subject to code optimization [12]. 

Anotherr problem with the object-oriented paradigm is related to the type of the 
methodd ge tP ixe lO in figure 2.4. Note that in a strongly typed language, the return 
valuee must be fixed to unsigned chair. Therefore, i n t , f l o a t, double images can-
nott be subclasses of Image. Thus, for different return types of ge tP i xe lO, there is 
stilll  a need for distinct versions of each algorithm. A solution for this problem could 
bee another abstract class Pixel. However, this would require even more virtual calls 
albeitt with somewhat degraded efficiency. 

Inn order to obtain software reusability, a generic programming paradigm within 
thee C++ context was introduced. It was first proposed in [35] and became popular with 
thee inclusion of the Standard Template Library (STL) into the C++ standard. Generic 
programmingg software techniques are addressed in the following sections within image 
processing. . 

2.33 Generic Programming 

Thee object-oriented programming paradigm is so strongly devoted on specifying in-
terfacess for encapsulation that programmers sometimes keep out of sight from data 
structuress and algorithms. Once a class interface has been built, the details of its 
implementationn are said to be of littl e importance. However, care must be taken 
whetherr or not it has been implemented correctly and efficiently and whether or not 
thee algorithms and data structures have been chosen properly [10]. 

Genericc programming gives and alternative to this approach. While object-
orientedd programming takes abstract objects and gives them real world representa-
tions,, generic programming does the same with algorithms. Generic programming 
alsoo provides an interface to a diverse set of data structures, giving not only the 
flexibilityflexibility  to choose appropriate ones, but also facilitating the development of more 
abstractt algorithms. 

Thee adoption of STL for C++ marks a very important development for users of 
C+++ programming language [5]. Although the library is written in an object-oriented 
programmingg language, it also employs an entirely different paradigm. The other 
approach,, called generic programming, provides a flexible way to apply generic algo-
rithmss to a variety of different data structures. The flexibilit y of C++ in combination 
withh this synthesis of two advanced design paradigms results in an unusual and highly 
extensiblee library. 
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Thee clearest example of this synthesis is the ability to extend the library with user-
definedd containers and algorithms. This extension is possible because the definition 
off  data structures has been separated from the definition of generic operations on 
thosee structures [34]. The library defines very specific parameters for these two broad 
groups,, giving users some confidence that containers and algorithms from different 
sourcess will work together as long as they all meet the requirements of the standard. 

Genericc programming naturally lead to the iterator concepts. Iterators are used 
inn STL to access data structures, rather than interacting with data structures directly. 
Moreover,, all generic data structures provide the most advanced type of iterator they 
cann implement efficiently. In this way, iterators serve as interfaces to both generic 
algorithmss and generic data structures. 

Considerr morphological software components as a three-dimensional space as 
shownn in figure 2.5. One dimension represents the image data types ( i n t , char, 
f l o a t ,, double, . .. ), the second dimension represents the data structures (queue, 
list,, heap, splay, priority queue, ... ) and the third dimension represents the mor-
phologicall  algorithms (erosion, dilation, reconstruction, watersheds, . .. ). 

F iguree 2.5 This figure shows the software component space in terms of image types, 
dataa structures, and algorithms. 

Imagee Types 
Integer,, Char, Float, Double, 

Ax x 

Morphologicall  Algorithms 
[Dilation.. Erosion. Watersheds,.. 

Dataa Structures 
[Queue,, List, Heap, Splay. 

Basedd on the scenario given in figure 2.5, X x Y x Z different code versions have 
too be designed - a watershed algorithm using a priority queue of in t, a reconstruction 
algorithmm using a priority queue of double and so on. By using functions parame-
terizedd by data types, the multiplication with respect to X-axis can be dropped and 
onlyy X + Y x Z versions of code have to be designed, because there has to be only one 
priorityy queue implementation which them can hold objects of any data type. The 
nextt step is to make the algorithms work on different data structures - that means 
thatt a watershed algorithm should work on hierarchical queues as well as on priority 
queues,, etc. Then, only X + Y + Z versions of code have to be created [27]. 
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Withh these notions in mind, a unique interface between morphological algorithms 
andd the data structures can be defined so that the same algorithm implementation 
cann be applied to any number of different image types and data structures. Therefore, 
onee can have algorithms defined as generically as possible without loosing efficiency 

[7]] [9]. 
Templatess in C++ are a more ambitious attempt to support the generic program-

mingg paradigm than some previous efforts found in other programming languages. 
Supportt for generic programming in C++ is considered by some to be as important 
aa language goal for C++ as is support for object-oriented programming. An example 
off  heavy template use can be found in STL, the Standard Template Library. Indeed, 
templatess are the essence of STL. 

Theree are six components in the STL organization [1]. In particular, four compo-
nentss can be considered the core of the library: 

 conta iners: are data structures that manage a set of memory locations; 

 algori thms: are computational procedures; 

 i t e r a t o r s: provide a mechanism for traversing and examining the elements in 
aa container; 

 funct ion objects: any objects that can be called as if they are a function. 

Thee following section describes how generic programming can be effectively used to 
solvee common image processing problems in design and implementation by means of 
STLL constructions. 

2.44 Solving Image Processing Problems by Generic 
Programming g 

Exampless given in this section are based on Horus [23], a novel image processing 
libraryy based on object-oriented and generic programming. In Horus, the most im-
portantt aspect in terms of design is the HxImageRep class interface. HxImageRep 
representss images under a mathematical point of view [4] [8] [30] [31] and can also be 
seenn as an abstract data type since it hides all details of implementation (e.g. data 
storagee and manipulation) from the user. HxImageData is the one responsible for im-
agee data storage and manipulation. Both HxImageRep and HxImageData are closely 
coupledd since they cooperate in the implementation of generic operations. 

Onn the HxImageRep side, the type of image arguments is checked or converted to 
temporaryy images of other types to reduce the number of instantiated functions in 
thee library. On the HxImageData side, objects and arguments are assumed to exist 
onlyy in predefined combinations and operations are often implemented aiming future 
optimizations. . 

Genericc operations on images are achieved by means of two basic tasks: firstly, 
eachh operation that changes the operand object results in a new object by means of a 
methodd frame (i.e. an auxiliary class to facilitate the implementation of HxImageRep 
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operations);; secondly, it performs the algorithm on the pixel data. Such implementa-
tionn is effectively done by specializations of HxImageData. It makes use of templates 
too write code only once for all image types [23]. 

Inn principle, all image processing operations are implemented only once. Opera-
tionss that are independent on the dimensionality are implemented by HxImageData 
orr by its specialization HxImageTem while operations that are dependent on the di-
mensionalityy are given by specializations of HxImageTem. Figure 2.6 show the Horns 
classs hierarchy. 

F iguree 2.6 An excerpt from Horus class hierarchy, showing the HxImageRep, the 
HxImageData,, and the HxImageTem class. 

HxImageRep p 

IPP operation! arg !ivi creturn 
lype e 

2.4.11 The Need for Generic Data Structures 
Ass a first step in generic programming, container data structures are made indepen-
dentt of the type of the contained object [6]. Horus image processing library [23] im-
plementss generic data structures that contain arbitrary pixel and image types through 
thee template mechanism included in C++ as shown in figure 2.7. In this figure, the 
followingg items can be better explained: 

 ImageSigT is the template parameter for the class HxImageTem; 

 HxImageSignature is used to specify the type of image to be created; 

 HxSizes specifies the image size; 

 HxValue acts as a placeholder for any pixel type. 

Imagee signatures give a description of the characteristics of an image type (a 
class).. Such description is accessible through the s ignature () member function 
off  both HxImageRep and HxImageData and contains: imageDimensionality: the 
dimensionalityy of an image; pixelDimensional i ty: the dimensionality of the pixel 
valuess in the image; pixelType: the type of the pixel values; and p ixe lPrec is ion: 
thee number of bits used in the representation of a pixel value. The other portion of an 
imagee signature (only available in template member functions) contains a description 
off  the static types needed in the implementation of image processing operations and 
includes,, among others, the DataPtrType: type of the data pointer for the image 
type,, the PixelType: the type of the actual pixel values stored in the image, and 

HxImageData a 

IPP operation I arg lisi):netum 
typee (abstract) 

HxImageTem m 
ImageSigT T 

.. attrihuic:Type = 

n-dimensionall  IP 
operation!!  arg hstvreium type 
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Figuree 2.7 An example of a generic data structure in Horus. 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

clas ss  HxImageTe m :  publi c HxImageDat a { 

public : : 

HxImageTemOO ; 

HxImageTem(cons tt  HxImageTe m ft); 

virtua ll  "HxImageTemO ; 

in tt  dimensionality( )  const ; 

HxSize ss  sizes( )  const ; 

HxValueTyp ee pixelType Q const ; 

in tt  pixelPrecision O const ; 

HxImageSignatur ee signature( )  const ; 

virtua ll  voi d setAtCin t  x ,  in t  y ,  in t  z ,  cons t  HxValu e val) ; 

virtua ll  HxValu e getAt(in t  x ,  in t  y ,  in t  z )  const ; 

private : : 

} ; ; 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

voi d d 

HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::setAt(in tt  x ,  in t  y ,  in t  z ,  cons t  HxValu e val ) 

c c 
DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrCloneQ ; 

p.incXYZ(x ,,  y ,  z ) ; 

p.write(val) ; ; 

} } 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

HxValu e e 

HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::getAt(in tt  x ,  in t  y ,  in t  z )  cons t 

i i 
DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrCloneO ; 

p.incXYZCx ,,  y ,  z ) ; 

retur nn HxValu e (p.readQ) ; 

} } 

ArithType:: the type used in the evaluation of arithmetic operations on pixel values 
(seee Horus description in [23]). 

Thee set of arithmetic data types in Horus includes six elements: HxScalarlnt, 
HxScalarDouble,, HxVec2Int, HxVec2Double, HxVec3Int, and HxVec3Double. The 
sett of operations defined for each arithmetic data type includes addition, subtraction, 
logicall  operations, infimum, supremum, and many others. 

Thiss way, Horus implements a generic image data structure that can be used for 
alll  image types, using the template mechanism supported by C++. 
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2.4.22 Dealing wi th Generic Algori thms 

Thee second step in the application of generic programming to image processing is to 
providee generic algorithms to work on generic data structures as well. The solution 
heree is again the template mechanism in C++. 

Forr instance, Horns generic code for subtracting a constant or an image from an-
otherr image is given in figure 2.8. The subtraction process included in both operations 
cann be applied to any image for which a conversion from the source to the destination 
pixell  type exists, provided that the data pointer interface supports operations like 
read ( ),, w r i t e ( ), incX(), etc. These elements belong to the algorithms' required 
interfacee since they reflect what the user of the algorithm must ensure to allow the 
compilerr to generate the code. 

F iguree 2.8 Examples of gener ic algori thms in Horus for the subtraction operation. 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 
voi d d 
HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::sub(constt  HxValue v a l ) 

C C 

ArithTyp ee pixVa l  =  ArithType(val) ; 
in tt  nPi x =  numberOfPixels Q ; 
DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrClone O ; 
whil ee C~nPi x > = 0 )  { 

p.write(p.read( ))  -  pixVal) ; 
p..  incX O ; 

} } 
} } 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 
voi d d 
HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::sub(constt  HxImageData*  arg) 

{ { 
i ff  (IcheckEquallmageSigAndSizesO'sub" ,  arg) ) 

return ; ; 
HxImageTem<ImageSigT> **  argTe m =  (HxImageTem<ImageSigT>* )  arg ; 
DataPtrTyp ee objPt r  =  dataPtrClone() ; 
DataPtrTyp ee argPt r  =  argTem->dataPtrCIone() ; 
in tt  nPi x =  numberOfPixels O ; 
whil ee (--nPi x > = 0 )  { 

objPt rr  .writ e (objPtr .  rea d ( )  -  argPt r  .readO )  ; 
objPtr ..  incX O ; 
argPtr ..  incX Q ; 

> > 

Takee notice that generic programming properties are used to produce generic al-
gorithmss in the example shown in figure 2.8. Algorithm instantiation is type based, 
thatt is, any image that fulfill s the required interface can be used within the algo-
rithm,, assuring that inheritance is not needed. Furthermore, flexibility , one of the 
mostt important point regarding code reuse, is carried out at compile time (i.e. early 
binding,, compile time polymorphism). This way, when functions are expanded inline, 
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thee compiler performs code optimization, leading to an implementation as fast as a 
traditionall  pointer-based (non-reusable) one. 

2.4.33 Looking for  Efficient Image Traversal 

Thee generic programming solution for efficient image traversal is represented by iter-
ators.. Iterators are a generalization of pointers: they are objects that point to other 
objects.. As the name suggests, iterators are often used to iterate over a range of ob-
jects.. For instance, if an iterator points to one element in a range then it is possible 
too decrement/increment it in such a way that it points to the previous/next element 
[11]]  [37]. 

Iteratorss are central to generic programming since they provide a consistent in-
terfacee between containers and algorithms: algorithms typically take iterators as ar-
guments,, so a container needs only to provide a way to access its elements using 
iterators.. Therefore, generic algorithms working on many different kinds of contain-
erss can be implemented, even when dealing with different containers like vectors or 
lists. . 

Thee Standard Template Library (STL), includes five iterator categories which com-
pletelyy cover the needs of algorithms operating on top of linear (one-dimensional) data 
structuress [21]. Some of these iterators are given as follows: 

 forward : read or write one item at a time in a forward direction; 

 bi-directional : read or write one item at a time in either a forward or a 
backwardd direction; 

 random access: read or write one item at a time in either a forward or a 
backwardd direction, and can jump by an arbitrary distances (i.e. offsets). 

Althoughh linear iterators have demonstrated their utility in image processing, 
theyy need to work well in higher dimensional spaces. Therefore, iterators must be 
generalizedd to two or more dimensions, n-dimensional iterators are needed in order 
too deal with images, region of interest (ROI), or image neighborhoods, to name a few. 

Sincee images are considered bounded and finite in terms of algorithm implementa-
tions,, n-dimensional iterators can be mapped, to a certain extent, to one-dimensional 
iterators.. Horus defines navigation (traversal) functions like incXO or decY() that 
implementss one-dimensional iterators. This way, pixels are manipulated via data 
pointers.. The DataPtrType is defined in the signature of an image. Consequently, 
dataa pointers can only be used within specializations of HxImageTem. Some of the 
navigationn operations defined are given in figure 2.9. Typically, the data pointer type 
iss a template class with inline member functions. Inline functions are eliminated 
throughh compiler optimization so there is no loss of efficiency in pixel manipulation. 

Iteratorss are crucial in the development of morphological image operators. For 
example,, a sequential pattern (see chapter 5) is made of two scans all over the entire 
image,, which requires two different iterators. Moreover, a queue-based pattern (see 
chapterr 6) is established on a total ordering relationship of the image data, leading to 
efficientt algorithmic implementations using iterators. Iterators also play an important 
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rolee in dealing with the so-called border problem. Since iterators are geared to process 
onlyy the relevant data in the image, there is no need for additional checking when an 
operatorr tries to process pixel values that lay outside the image domain. 

Figur ee 2.9 An excerpt from the set of Horus navigation functions. 

template<classs PixelT, c lass ArithT > 
c lasss HxDataPtr2dTem { 
publ ic : : 

HxDataPtr2dTem & & 

voi d d 

voi d d 

voi d d 

voi d d 

w... . 
Arith T T 

voi d d 

voi d d 

>; ; 

2.4.44 Direct Data Access 

Directt data access is provided in Horus by using readQ and wr i te () member func-
tionss of the data pointer class, shown in figure 2.10. Again, data pointers are only 
usedd inside specializations of HxImageTem. 

F iguree 2.10 An example of data access using Horus constructions read and wr i te. 

template<clas ss  PixelT ,  clas s ArithT > 

inlin ee Arith T 

HxDataPtr2dTera<PixelT,ArithT>::read( ) ) 

-C C 
retur nn ArithT(*_ptr) ; 

> > 

template<clas ss  PixelT ,  clas s ArithT > 

inlineinline  voi d 

HxDataPtr2dTem<PixelT,ArithT>::write(Arith TT val) 

{ { 

*_pt rr  =  PixelT(val) ; 

} } 

HxDataPtr2dTem(PixelT **  data ,  in t  width) ; 

HxDataPtr2dTem(cons tt  HxDataPtr2dTem & rhs) ; 

operator=(cons tt  HxDataPtr2dTem & rhs) ; 

incXQ ;;  / /  wil l  increas e y  whe n x  >  widt h 

decX QQ ;  / /  wil l  decreas e y  whe n x  <  0 

incYCin tt  off) ; 

decY(in tt  off) ; 

readQQ ; 
write(Arith TT va l ) ; 

vpr intQ ; ; 
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2.4.55 Functions as Basic Buildin g Blocks 

Algorithmss usually require specifying a function to perform their operation. A func-
tionn that takes one parameter is called a unary function, whereas a function that 
takess two parameters is called a binary function. Functions are supplied as pointers 
eitherr to regular C functions or as function objects [19]. Function objects in the C++ 
contextt have been introduced in STL to improve flexibility  of algorithms, encapsulate, 
andd associate functions with data. Using STL function objects, functions can be cre-
ated,, stored, and destroyed just like any other object. Take notice that most function 
objectss are templatized constructions. 

Inn image processing, many algorithms use a general function to apply a math-
ematicall  operation to every element in a collection. Figure 2.11 shows a generic 
representationn for both unary and binary pixel operations in Horus. Observe that 
bothh operations have an HxString parameter that contains the name of the function 
thatt works like a key. If a key is found in the table, the function object f unc calls 
doOpp that effectively process the image. Consequently, functions work as basic build-
ingg blocks where the programmer or end-user needs only to select the appropriate 
block. block. 

Thee following section deals with generic operators and operations on images and 
presentss the effective use of generic programming using STL. It contains a collection 
off  basic image processing patterns described in the context of Horus library in a 
well-designedd mathematical structure. A simple example based on a neighborhood 
operationn is also given in order to show all the principles and practices described in 
thiss section. 

2.55 Generic Operators and Operations on Images 

Onee of the goal of Horus library is to reduce the amount of programming code re-
quiredd in implementing an image processing algorithm. Horus has been successful in 
expressingg linear and non-linear image processing algorithms in a precise manner using 
aa basic set of operators. When placed in a programming environment, Horus enables 
thee programmer to write image processing algorithms at a high level of abstraction 
andd with a high degree of readability. 

Thee approach followed by Horus developers has been to provide a small number of 
differentt kinds of classes corresponding to the common operands of image algebra [4] 
[8],, appropriate operations on and between objects of each of the kinds of classes, and 
additionall  functions to manipulate objects of each of the kinds of classes. Further-
more,, Horus is designed in such ways that only the responsibilities that must be taken 
onn by classes are imposed upon them, assuming that the underlying representation 
off  most objects is abstract. This allows the library to be freely extended. 

2.5.11 Basic Image Processing Patterns 

Horuss [23] approach for design and implementation of operators and operations stick 
too the generic programming approach (e.g. using function objects, iterators, and 
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Figur ee 2.11 Examples of function objects in Horus for unary and binary pixel oper-
ation̂  ^ 

/ //  unar y pixe l  operation s 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

voi d d 

HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::unaryPixOp(HxStringg op) 

i i 
in tt  nPi x =  numberOfPixels() ; 

DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrCloneO ; 

HxUnPixOpTenKArithType ,,  ArithType> *  func ; 

fun cc  =  HxUnPixOpTable<ArithType ,  ArithType>::instance(}->find(op) ; 

i ff  (Ifunc )  { 

HxEnvironment::instance()->errorStream( ) ) 

<<< "unaryPixOp :  n o operatio n "  «  o p < < endl ; 

HxEnvironment::instance()->flush() ; ; 

return ; ; 

> > 
whil ee (--nPi x > = 0 )  i 

ArithTyp ee resul t  =  func->doOp(p.read() )  ; 

p.write(result) ; ; 

p..  incX O ; 

} } 

> > 

/ //  binar y pixe l  operation s 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

voi d d 
HxImageTenKImageSigT>::binaryPixOp(cons tt  HxValu e val ,  HxStrin g op ) 

{ { 

ArithTyp ee pixVa l  =  ArithType(val) ; 

in tt  nPi x =  numberOfPixels O ; 

DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrCloneO ; 

HxBinPixOpTenKArithType ,,  ArithType> *  func ; 

fun cc  =  HxBinPixQpTable<ArithType ,  ArithType>::instance()->find(op) ; 

i ff  (Ifunc )  { 

HxEnvironment::instance()->errorStream( ) ) 

<<< "binaryPixOp :  n o operatio n "  «  o p < < endl ; 

HxEnvironment::instance()->flush() ; ; 

return ; ; 

} } 

whil ee (—nPi x > = 0 )  { 

ArithTyp ee resul t  =  func->doOp(p.read() ,  pixVal) ; 

p.write(result) ; ; 

p..  incX O ; 

> > 
} } 

templates)) in order to achieve software reusability. A basic set of its generic image 
processingg patterns are given as follows: 

 unary pixel operations: a function with one argument is applied to all pixels 
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inn the image in arbitrary order is based on the unary parallel pattern, where the 
computationn on one pixel does not depend on the result scored on other pix-
els.. Examples are conversion, negation, complement, absolute value, ceil, floor, 
round,, sum, product, minimum, maximum, square root, sine, cosine, tangent, 
arcc sine, arc cosine, arc tangent, projection, color conversion, etc; 

 binar y pixel operations: a function with two arguments is applied to corre-
spondingg pixels in two images independent of the order of computation by the 
binaryy parallel pattern. Examples are addition, subtraction, multiplication, di-
vision,, minimum, maximum, infimum, supremum, power, modulo, and, or, xor, 
dott product, cross product, less than, greater than, less equal, greater equal, 
equal,, not equal, etc; 

 reduce operations: the pixel values in the image are reduced to a single value 
byy the reduce pattern. The pattern is parallel by nature in the sense that all 
pixelss are addressed and the result does not depend on the order of addressing 
thee pixels. Examples are sum, product, maximum, minimum, etc; 

 generalized convolution operations: the pixel values in the neighborhood 
off  a pixel in the input image are combined with the pixel values of a kernel 
imagee and written to the corresponding central pixel in the output image by the 
generalizedd convolution parallel pattern. Examples are found in the convolution 
operation,, the Gaussian filter, erosions, and dilations; 

 neighborhood operations: the pixel values in the neighborhood of a pixel 
inn the input image are combined into a single value and written to the corre-
spondingg pixel in the output image by the neighborhood parallel pattern. This 
iss a more general case than the generalized convolution pattern. Examples are 
percentile,, median, etc; 

 iterativ e and recursive neighborhood operations: the recursively applied 
neighborhoodd pattern is a non-parallel pattern in the sense that the processing 
resultt thus far has a consequence in the result of forthcoming pixels. Exam-
pless of operations that can be implemented with this pattern are the distance 
transform,, recursive implementations of the Gaussian filter, etc; 

 geometric operations: an arbitrary affine transformation is applied to the po-
sitionn of pixels in the image by the geometric pattern. Examples are translation, 
rotation,, scaling, reflection, shear, extension, restriction, etc. 

Figuree 2.12 gives a partial overview of Horus HxImageRep class interface, show-
ingg one of the generic image processing patterns available in the library namely the 
binaryPixOp .. These elements work well with arbitrary pixel data types and arbi-
traryy image data structures and neither of these operators and operations require any 
changess to the algorithms. Thus, much less source code is needed when compared to a 
traditionall  library to provide the same functionality. In contrast, in a traditional sys-
temm like Khoros, all these functions must be implemented repeatedly which produces 
aa large amount of extra code. 
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Figur ee 2.12 Examples of generic operators and operations on images in Horus. 

/ **  Binar y pixe l  operation : 

**  Th e functio n applie d t o al l  pixel s i s give n b y the  strin g "op "  an d 

**  obtaine d fro m the  tabl e o f  binar y pixe l  operation s define d fo r  al l 

**  arithmeti c dat a types . 

*/ / 
HxImageRepp binaryPixOp(cons t  HxValu e val ,  HxStrin g op )  const ; 

\\ . . 

HxImageRep p 

HxImageRep p 

HxImageRep p 

/ **  Addition. 
**  Equivalent to : binaryPixOpCval, "Add"); 
*/ / 

add(constt HxValue val) const; 

/ **  Addition. 
**  Equivalent to : binaryPixOp(arg, "Add"); 
*/ / 

add(constt HxImageRep arg) const; 

/**  Subtract ion. 
**  Equivalent to : binaryPixOpCval, "Sub"); 
* / / 

sub(constt HxValue va l) const; 

/ **  Subtract ion. 
**  Equivalent to : binaryPixOp(arg, "Sub"); 
*/ / 

w.. . . 

2.5.22 A Simple Example Using Horus 

Thee intention of this section is to give an example about the use of STL  concepts like 
templates,, generic algorithms, iterators, navigation functions and function objects 
withinn the Horus library. Consider the generalized neighborhood operation shown in 
2.133 ** . The result is obtained by processing the entire image and at each position, 
combiningg the values set by the neighborhood N(x) with the underlying values of the 
inputt image by means of the function object ƒ. 

Figur ee 2.13 A generalized neighborhood operation in Horus. 

fo rA l ll  (x ,y) in ( i n p u t . r e s u l t) 

forAl ll  z in N(x) 
f ( z , i npu t ( x+z ) ); ; 

r e s u ltt (y) = f . r e s u l t O; 

t-fThiss example was presented in the UvA-ISIS staff soos by Edo Poll as part of the Horus tutorial, 
March,, 2000. 
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Assumee ngb(tags) as an instantiation of the class NgbT in figure 2.14. The func-
tionn HxFuncNgb0p2d includes ngb as one of its parameters. Note that ngb contains 
relevantt information for several steps of the method in consideration: ngb .s ize() 
providess information about ngb size; n g b . i n i tO and ngb.next() take care of ini-
tializationn and iterator steps, and ngb . resu lt deals with the function result. 

Figur ee 2.14 Neighborhood instantiations in Horus. 

NgbTT ngb(tags) ; 

/ //  .. . 

templat ee <clas s DstDataPtrT ,  clas s SrcDataPtrT ,  clas s NbgT > 
voi d d 
HxFuncNgb0p2d ( ( 

DstDataPt rr  dstPtr ,  SrcDataPtr T srcPtr , 
Hxsize ss  dstSize ,  HxSize s srcSize ,  NgbTf t  ngb , 
HxNgbLoopTag ,,  HxNgblPhaseTag ,  HxNgbTransInvarTag ) 

•C C 

/ //  .. . 

in tt  ngbWidt h =  ngb.size().x() ; 
in tt  ngbHeigh t  =  ngb.size O .y() ; 

/ //  .. . 

for(y=0 ;;  y  <  imgHeight ;  y++ )  { 
dPt rr  =  dstPtr ; 
dPtr.incY(y) ; ; 
for(x=0 ;;  x  <  imWidth ;  x++ )  { 

sPt rr  =  srcPtr ; 
sPtr.incXYZ(x.y) ; ; 
for(j=0 ;;  j<ngbHeight ;  j++ )  { 

for(i=0 ;;  i<ngbWidth ;  i++ )  { 
ngb.next(i,j,sPtr.read()) ; ; 
sPt rr  .incXQ ; 

} } 
sPtr.decX(ngbWidth) ; ; 
sPtr.incY OO ; 

} } 
dPtr.write(ngb.result()) ; ; 
dPtr.incXQ ; ; 

} } 
} } 

} } 

Takee notice that ngbT must be provide all the necessary requirements in order 
too implement the function HxFuncNgb0p2d. The class ngbT would be represented in 
Horuss as shown in figure 2.15. 

Considerr the implementation of a percentile filter using a generic programming 
approach.. The filter sorts all pixel values in the neighborhood and set the result to 
thee pixel value at the percentile index. In addition, the filter has the percentile and 
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Figuree 2.15 Ngb requirements. 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 

clas ss  ngb T 

•c c 

public : : 

typedeff  HxNgbLoopTag IteratorCategory ; 
tyepdeff  HxNgblPhaseTag PhaseCategory; 
typedeff  HxNgbTransInVarTa g TransVarianceCategory; 

HxSizes s 

void d 
void d 
ArithT T 

s t a t ic c 

NgbTCHxTaglistfcc t a g s ); 
-NgbTO; ; 

s i z eOO ; 

i n i t QQ ; 
nex t ( i ntt x, int y, ArithT va lue); 
r e s u l tOO const; 

HxStringg classNameO; 

thee size of neighborhood as parameters. If a percentile filter (e.g. a neighborhood 
operator)) needs to be implemented, one can take class ngbT for grant since it provides 
thee set of requirements needed in the filter construction. A possible implementation 
usingg Horus for the percentile filter that satisfy all requirements is shown in figures 
2.166 and 2.17. 

Notee that _size and p in the class constructor get their values by means of the 
HxGetTagg method, a Horus construction to pass a certain number of parameters 
(includingg parameter names) according to the function that might be implemented. 
Forr the percentile filter, two parameters are need, i.e. s ize and p assuming values 3 
andd 0.5 respectively. 

Thee last element involved in the percentile filter implementation is to create a file 
withh a list of instantiations of the function for all the relevant pixel types. This is an 
importantt observation, showing that Horus internally does not avoid the combinato-
riall  explosion of generating code for all pixel types. However, Horus leave the task 
forr the compiler, generating all possible combinations in compile-time. 

2.66 Discussion and Conclusions 

Thee fundamental requirements any morphological software should have are recalled: 

1.. there should be support for a large variety of image data types; 

2.. the software should be implemented using generic constructions in order to avoid 
codee proliferation and lack of reuse; 

3.. the software should reflect the theory; 
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Figur ee 2.16 Example of a percentile filter class and its constructor. 

template<c c 

classs HxNg 

{ { 

public: : 

typedef f 

tyepdef f 

typedef f 

//.. . . 

private: : 

int t 

int t 

PixelT* * 

int t 

}; ; 

Lasss ArithT> 

}PercLoop2d d 

HxNgbLoopTagg IteratorCategory; 

HxNgblPhaseTagg PhaseCategory; 

HxNgbTransInVarTagg TransVarianceCategory 

_pctldx; ; 

_size; ; 

.values; ; 

_i; ; 

template<classs ArithT> 

HxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::HxNgbPercLoop2d( ( 

HxTagListf tt  tags): _values(0) 
C C 

_sizee = HxGetTag(tags, "size", 3); 

doublee p = HxGetTag(tags, "percentile", 0.5) 

_pctldxx = p * (_size * _size); 

.valuess = new ArithT(_size * _size); 

4.. the software should consider speed, regardless the need for genericity. 

Thee intention of this chapter was to fulfil l the first two requirements. This was 
achievedd with the generic programming paradigm that was applied to image process-
ing. . 

Genericc programming is an applicable solution to represent efficient algorithms 
independentlyy of any particular data-representation scheme. Indeed, it optimizes 
resourcess at the levels of design and implementation, enhances programmer's produc-
tivity ,, and produces clean code. Generic programming is based on the ideas proposed 
inn the C++ Standard Template Library (STL). This approach overcomes a number of 
limitationss found in traditional ways to design and implement reusable software in 
imagee processing. 

Itt was shown in this chapter that generic operators and operations on images 
aree constructed according to the rules set by generic programming. These operators 
andd operations constitute the set of elementary patterns that is needed in an image 
processingg library. Image processing patterns give flexibilit y to choose appropriate 
representationss and facilitates the development of more abstract algorithms. The 
Horuss library [23] provides generic constructions and leads to software reusability in 
imagee processing. 
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Figur ee 2.17 Percentile filter additional requirements. 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 
inlin ee voi d 
HxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::init( ) ) 
•C C 

_ii  =  0 ; 
} } 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 
inlin ee voi d 
HxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::next(int ,,  int ,  Arith T value ) 

•C C 

_values(_i++ ))  =  value ; 
> > 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 
Arith T T 
ArithTHxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::result( ))  cons t 

{ { 
std:sort(&_values[0] ,,  &_values[_siz e *  _size]) ; 

retur nn _values[_pctldx] ; 

> > 

template<clas ss  DstValT ,  clas s SrcValT > 
inlin ee HxStrin g 
{HxUpoColorStretch<DstValT ,,  SrcValT>::className( ) 

•C C 

retur nn HxStringC'percentile") ; 
} } 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 
inlin ee HxSize s 
HxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::siz ee O 

{ { 
retur nn HxSizes(_size ,  _size ,  1) ; 

} } 

Itt may be clear that, by satisfying all the necessary requirements for morphological 
softwaree constructions, the problem statement set in chapter 1 finds its proper answer: 
genericc programming, when applied to mathematical morphology, produces generic 
andd reusable code automatically providing support for a broad class of data types, 
dataa structures, and algorithms. 

Thee remaining two requirements, i.e. that the software should reflect the theory 
andd should consider speed, regardless the need for genericity will be discussed in 
chapterss 3, 4 5, and 6. First the notation needs to be deepened by considering the 
completee lattice theory [13] [15] [16] [17] [18] [32] [33] for our purposes, summarized 
inn chapter 3. 
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Figur ee 2.18 Instantiating image operators in Horus. 

templat ee <clas s ImgSigT > 

clas ss  HxNgbPercLoop2dIns t 

•C C 
public : : 

HxImgFtorNgb2d<ImgSigT ,,  ImgSigT , 

HxNgbPercLoop2d<ImgSigT::ArithType >> >  f ; 

} ; ; 

/ //  on e lin e instantiation s 

stati cc  HxNgbPercLoop2dInst<HxImageSig2dByte > fill ; 

stati cc  HxNgbPercLoop2dInst<HxImageSig2dByte > f112 ; 

/ //  .. . 
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